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Abstract 

This paper is concerned with the parts' moving problem 
based on an event-driven planning and control. We are 
interested in developing feedback based approaches to the 
automatic generation of actuator commands that cause the 
robot to move a set of parts from an arbitrary initial 
disassembled conjguration to a specif ed final 
configuration. In the Phase I of this project, a composite 
algorithm that reactively switches between diflerent 
feedback controllers has been shown to induce a 
noncooperative game being played among the parts being 
manipulated. This paper describes experimental results 
with EDAR - Event-Driven Assembler Robot - developed 
for moving parts based on feedback techniques. 

1. Introduction 

We are interested in automatic generation of event based 
controllers that accomplish abstractly specified high level 
goals. In this paper we focus on the class of problems 
depicted in Figure 6 wherein a robot equipped with a 
"perfect" sensor is confronted with a "picture" of some 
desired final configuration of parts. Candidate solutions 
must generate automatically a family of sensor based 
feedback laws (e.g., equation (1) of Section 3) along with a 
logical mechanism for switching between them (e.g., 
Figure 4) in such a fashion that every initial configuration 
of the parts is guaranteed to be brought to the desired goal. 
We introduce a controls generator that adapts a global 
artificial potential function [ll] for all the moveable 
components [5 ]  to the situation of Figure 2, wherein there 
is only one actuated mechanism - the robot - that 
determines what, how, when and where to move all of the 
otherwise immobile objects. This approach represents a 
generalization to a two dimensional workspace of the 
transition from "exogenous" [ 101 to "endogenous" [ 141 
versions of the one dimensional assembly problem. 

The present paper reports on the results of a series of 
laboratory experiments with a robotic system, EDAR, 
depicted in Figure 1 that implements the two dimensional 
endogenous assembly controller [14]. In contrast to the 
one dimensional setting, we have as yet correctness proofs 
for neither the "exogenous" [5] nor "endogenous" (Figure 
2) versions of this seemingly similarly elementary 2 
dimensional setting. Simulation evidence for the efficacy of 
the feedback laws (e.g., equation (1) of Section 3) is 
compelling [5,8]. In contrast, a working physical setup 
seems to represent the only satisfactory means of assessing 
the efficacy of the hybrid switching rules (e.g., Figure 4), 
in the PhY 

Figure1 EDAR. 

After describing the problem a little more carefully and 
reviewing the related literature, we describe the 
experimental setting in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we 
review the details of the control generation scheme to be 
tested. Statistics from the laboratory experiments are 
reported in Section 4, and we conclude with a short 
summary of these results in Section 5.  

1.1. Problem Setting 
Consider a two-dimensional workspace in which a set of 
disk-shaped parts and a disk-shaped robot are all located at 
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arbitrary non-overlapping initial positions as seen in 
Figure 2. The parts are unactuated and cannot move unless 
gripped and moved by the robot. The robot can sense the 
position of the parts. The coarse nature of part shape 
presumed here to avoid introducing the rotational 
component of the ambient workspace is an onerous 
consequence of the present limits on available navigation 
functions [l l] .  Real world application of such simply 
represented part shapes would be limited to tasks such as 
arranging warehouses, paclung, moving furniture and 
electronic component assembly. 

Figure 2 Problem Setting. 

1.2. Related Literature 
In contrast, the contemporary parts' moving literature 
addresses parts with very complex geometry but seems 
limited in scope to open-loop planning [ 151. Of course, 
plans can result in impressive behavior when the world's 
true structure conforms to the rigid expectations of the 
planner [ 161. But robot motion planners designed with 
this open loop perspective must always be supplemented by 
checks and exception handlers when implemented in the 
real setting. For example, ABB IRE3 robot [17] handles 
pallets, picks up boxes and places them individually. 
Motoman SPlOO robot [18] services pallet stations and has 
a high-speed and high-load capacity. FANUC robot [ 19 ] 
achieves palletizing tasks that it handles multiple products 
on a single line and palletize mixed batches of products as 
a regular part of production. In all these systems, the 
execution time sensory checks and exceptions introduce an 
effective closed-loop mode of operation whose behavior in 
practice is poorly understood at best. 

To summarize, the literature offers advances in mating of 
parts with very complex geometry - yet little provision is 
made regarding ensured completion of the task. Our 
attention is focused exactly on thw latter aspect of the 
problem. Our technology for addressing geometric 
complexity is presently quite limited. We focus on ensuring 
convergence of the final assembly from arbitrary initial 
configurations, handling the inevitable execution time 

perturbations along the way with no additional need for 
exception handlers. 

Figure 3 Robot components. 

2. Robot Description 

EDAR is a reactiondriven assembler robot 2D motion 
capabilities with an auto-blocking and a retractible 
arm+gripper mechanism. Figure 3 depicts the major 
components of EDAR. The components can be categorized 
into five subsystems: mechanical, electro-mechanical, 
electronics, vision and the control software. 

2.1. Mechanical Subsystem 
EDAR is a two degree of freedom mobile robot with a 
three degree of freedom arm and a gripper. With its arm 
fully retracted, the robot's orthographic projection as 
viewed from above is a circle 600 mm in diameter. Its 
mechanical design is such that without actuation, motions 
are irreversible. The lower plate of EDAR enables two- 
dimensional linear and rotational motion. There are three 
wheels - all of the same size and having identical wheel 
camets. One DC motor actuates a mechanism that the 
linear motion of each of the three wheels - equal in amount 
- is achieved. One DC motor is used to rotate the wheels 
simultaneously. The arm is mounted on 600 mm. diameter 
steel circular plate that is stacked above the base. One DC 
motor rotates the upper circular plate that carries the arm 
mechanism, enabling around the robot shaft. One DC 
motor actuates a triangle shaped steel lift that locates the 
arm of EDAR. One DC motor actuates a prismatic 
mechanism to realize the radial motion of the arm. One 
step motor actuates two rails that carry the holders of the 
robot and they either move towarddaway each other to 
grasp/ungrasp the target object. 

2.2. Electro-Mechanical Design 
The electro-mechanical subsystem design includes motors 
and their encoders, drivers and power supply. EDAR has 
six motors, Five of them are DC torque motors and one 
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motor is a step motor. These motors in conjunction with 
our mechanical design enable smooth 
acceleratioddeceleration with very low backlash. The 
electronic subsystem includes an off the shelf PC 104 form 
factor board set (Pentium PRO C, D/A converter and 
counters). The C-coded software (including the entire 
motion planning algorithm as well as visual feedback and 
motor command loops) runs on the 2 MB processor board 
eprom of the processor board. 

2.3. Vision System 
A camera system will be interfaced to EDAR to update the 
position and velocity information in the robot workspace. 
This system is installed and programmed by another 
workgroup and will be integrated to EDAR. Visual 
processing is done on the Smarteye Vision System which is 
designed around a high performance DSP chip 
MS320C3lPQL [9]. Visual feedback is generated where a 
camera - located exactly above the parts' moving 
workspace - views the cylindrical shaped objects 
orthographically. Our visual processing is based on 
selective vision concepts [13]. In ow system, instead of 
processing the whole image, only areas around 
"interesting" points are fixated upon and are subjected to 
analysis[ 121. 

3. Control - Endogenous Parts' Moving 

In this section, we summarize our event-driven approach to 
parts' moving developed in [SI. Let r = [x,y,IT and p, 

(x, ,y,  ER and p, E R ' )  denote EDAR's position and 
its radius respectively. Each part i is uniquely specified by 

its position vector p, = x p  y p  , its radius pp , and its 

destination position d, = [ xg ym ] , x p  , y p  , xg , ym E R 

and p, ER+ . A collision is specifred via defining an 

obstacle space O=P-'[-co,O] where P . N + R .  The 
control law of the robot is as follows: 

[ I '  

P(k +I) = f ( & ) 4 4 k ) ) )  
wherep is the position vector p = {p, }, = 1 ~  and k 

denotes the each subparts' moving iteration. Here, f is a 
mapping from the present configuration of the parts to the 
new world configuration after EDAR's next subparts' 
moving attempt. U is the feedback term and consists of 
two functions: next-part choice function c and motion 
sequence of EDAR consisting of mating to the next-part 
and moving it: 

For each part i define a potential function v(r,p, ,>,) 
where p, = (p, ,..., p,-,  ,pZ+] ,..., p N )  . The dynamical 
system governing the moving of the i* part - which we 
refer to as a subassembly in the sequel - is defined via 
constructing a gradient vector field as: 

P, = - ~ p ' ~ , k P , 7 m  (1) 

Let v: ( r ,p ,  ,i,) be the curve of pi starting from the 

initial position p, (0) . Thus, the part's position after its 
subassembly is defined by: 

Here, vp" represents an equilibrium configuration attained 
at the end of the respective subassembly. This equilibrium 
configuration corresponds to either the destination point of 
part i or an intermediate configuration that corresponds to 
a more suitable configuration - a better workspace 
geometry - for the global goal task. The resulting 
dynamical system which corresponds to a game is as 
follows: 

Here, the players of the game are the parts p = ( p  , 1, = 1 ~  

and each part i has the pay-off function p, which is 
minimum at the solution of the game. 

~~~ ~ 

Figure 4 Subassembly Automata. 

3.1. Parts' Moving as a Noncooperative Game 
The parts' moving proceeds as a continual sequence of 
subassembly attempts - invoked repetitiously until the 
parts' moving is completely realized as shown in Figure 4. 
Each subassembly consists of i) next-part: deciding next 
part to be moved, ii) mate-part: robot mates with the 
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designated part, iii) move-part: carrying the part towards N 
P(m)= r=l ,r#m n [(x,--xpr)2+cyr-Ypi)2-(A.+Pp,)2] its destination. Each of the mate-part and move-part 

stages is realized via the use of a family of the feedback 

respective stages. The construction of the feedback 
controllers is motivated by navigation functions. Since the robot and the part are coupled and the equations 

of motion are calculated with respect to robot dynamics, 
3.2. Sub-goal: Next-Part p m  is transformed to robot coordinates r . This 
The next-part choice function c determines the next-part transformation is defined as: 

N 

r=l,r#m 
rI [ (xp - Xpr l2 + CY, - Y p ,  Y - CO,, + Pp. Y ] controllers that will provide the robot actuations of the 

to be subassembled based on optimizing three criteria: x,, =x, +lcos8 
i) The distance between the corresponding part and its 
desired location: 

c I ( P 1 )  = (x p -x,  l2 +(Y p -Y m l2 > 

ii) The distance of EDAR to the part: 

r-... ' 

y,= y r  +Isin8 

where1 and 8 
their centers respectively. 

is the radiallangular distance between 

iii) "The population" of the remaining parts around the I 

3.3. Sub-goal: Mate-Part 
Mating with a part turns out to be a straightforward 
navigation problem among ellipsoid objects. The 
corresponding navigation function is: 

 mate (P m 1 =- a(m l k  where a(m) and obstacle 

function P(m) are defined as follows: 
P(m I 

a(m)  = ( x r  - X p m 1 2  +(Yr - ~ p m ) '  

N 

P ( m ) = n [ ( x r - x p ) 2  1=1 + ( y r - y p ) 2 - ( p r  + p p l Z ]  

k is a compensation factor. 

3.4. Sub-goal: Move-Part 
Once mated, the resulting rolmt+part pair changes the 
workspace topology as shown in Figure 5. Thus, the 
obstacle function is formulated taking this into account. If 
m denotes the grasped part, the control law is defined 

Figure 5 EDAR is mating with part m. 

4. Experimental Results 

In this Section, we offer statistical performance evaluation 
of EDAR in a series of experiments in the style originally 
introduced in [ 5 ] .  Due to restricted physical workspace 
dimensions we limit our experiments to two cylindrical 
objects, varying from 15 cm. to 25 cm. in diameter. The 
2-part assembly configurations used in experiments are as 
graphically shown in Figure 6. Here, EDAR is the black 
solid circle. The parts are on their initial positions and they 
are represented by the numbered circles. The destinations 
of the parts are indicated by the small circles. We consider 
four randomly chosen final configurations of increasing 
difficulty as shown in Figure 6. The workspace complexity 
measure erc is defined as follows: 

llPl(0) - 4 I1 llP2 (0) - d2 I1 
llPl(0) - 4 I1 llP2 (0) - 4 II erc = 

where p ,  (0) represents the initial position of ith part and 

dl is the destination vector of the ith part. The 
configuration at the topleft figure is a simple workspace 
configuration where both of the parts are initially close to 
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their respective destinations. At the bottom right one, the 
parts' moving is relatively more complex as each part is 
initially closer to the other part's destination - so there is a 
certain amount of blocking each other. In the graphs, each 
data point represents the mean and the deviation of 5 runs 
with random initial configurations. In the experiments, the 
camera system is not used and the initial coordinates of the 
parts and EDAR initial position are given as the input to 
EDAR. 

Figure6 2D projections of 2-part parts' moving of 
increasing difficulty: i) erc=0.487, ii) erc=Z.100, iii) 
erc=1.617, iv) erc=2.631. 

Two measures are used for EDAR motion: 1) normalized 
path length of EDAR nrl, 2) normalized part path length 
npl. The path length of EDAR is the total distance 
travelled. In order to account for variations in the initial 
configurations, it is normalized by the total Euclidean 
distance between the points visited by the robot. It is 
defined as: 

gj rdt 

where ti, tf are the starting and ending time of the task, d 
represents the destination coordinates of the parts and p(0) 
represents initial position vector of the parts. The parts' 
path length is distance travelled by parts. In order to 
account for variations in the initial configurations, it is 
normalized by the Euclidean distance between the initial 
and the final configurations. It is defined as: 

*f 

J Pdt 

Ild - PCO>ll 
npl= ti 

i 
32d 
5 

T 

I d . ! . . , . .  . I , . . I I  I 
00 1 0  20 30 

erc - workspace complsuty 

Figure 7 Normalized robot path length statistics. 

Normalized Robot Path Length vs. Complexity 

Figure 7 shows that the normalized path length of EDAR 
increases with increasing workspace complexity. The more 
complex the parts' moving task is, EDAR travels a longer 
&stance. Interestingly, this result is in agreement to those 
of similar statistics in simulations of [SI. EDAR has a 
reasonable velocity (- 6 cdsec) comparing to workspace 
dimensions and it completes two parts' moving in two to 
four minutes according to the workspace complexity. The 
average distance between the parts is about 1.5 meter in all 
configurations. In simple workspaces, the absolute robot 
path length becomes 2 times the Euclidean distance 
between the two parts whereas in dBicult workspaces, this 
ratio becomes 2.5 times. So, EDAR travels %25 more path 
in more complex workspaces compared to the simple ones. 

T 

0 

Figure 8 Normalized part path length statistics. 

Normalized part path length vs. workspace complexity 

Figure 8 shows the relation between the workspace 
complexity and the travelled distance by the parts. As 
expected, the travelled distance by the parts increase when 
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the workspace complexity increases. The workspace 
complexity corresponds to the alignment of the parts and 
their destinations. If the second part is between the first 
part and its destination, npl increases because the second 
part travels more distance to go to its destination. That 
behaviour of normalized path length statistics is parallel 
with the results of [SI. We further note that variation of 
the npl is relatively less in the least and most complex 
configurations as compared to the tasks with intermediate 
complexity. 

5 Conclusion 

These EDAR experiments offer a realistic picture of how 
an event-driven approach to parts' motion might be 
realized in conventional assembly settings. The robot- 
whose actuator commands are automatically generated 
using a feedback scheme - moves a set of parts parts from 
an arbitrary initial disassembled configuration to a 
specified final configuration. Our experiments validate our 
former findings that an alternative approach to parts' 
moving problem may be based on a composite algorithm 
that reactively switches between Merent feedback 
controllers. 
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